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Enhancing the “Akron Experience” for students through academic and inclusive
excellence is a primary goal of The University of Akron’s strategic plan, Vision 2020.
The Faculty Senate and Office of Academic Affairs have already begun the work toward
that goal in several key areas, most notably by charging a committee of faculty and
staff to revise the general education curriculum. Among the innovations proposed
by the General Education Revision Steering Committee is the inclusion of information
literacy as a core-learning outcome for every University of Akron student who
completes the general education requirement.
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with many of the faculty in the Department of
English writing program and in the School of
Communication, University Libraries faculty are
developing interactive information literacy
instructional modules, assignments designed to
assess the research and information evaluation
process, and rubrics to assess not only the process
of information gathering and evaluation, but the
end products as well.

Information literacy is defined as

the ability to identify, access, evaluate, legally and
ethically use, create and share information. It is
among the 21st Century literacies and a set of skills
essential for academic success, career success and
lifelong learning. Of course, University of Akron
students are already developing some information
literacy skills during their college career here;
however, the General Education Revision Steering
Committee recognized this as an essential learning
outcome for the new curriculum.
The faculty and staff of University Libraries will play
a vital role in the systematic integration of
information literacy into the general education.
Building on established instructional partnerships

University Libraries faculty are well positioned to
ensure that all students develop information literacy
skills through the newly revised general education
curriculum. Many library faculty have recent
experience teaching a semester-long information
literacy course for credit, and all instructional faculty
have experience teaching information literacy
through course-integrated instruction in the
academic programs. The new general education
curriculum will help to ensure that all students
begin to develop these skills early in their college
careers. The revised general education curriculum
is currently scheduled to be implemented during
the fall 2013 semester.
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Phyllis O’Connor,
professor of bibliography,
is currently serving as interim dean
of University Libraries until
July 1, 2013.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS SPOTLIGHT
A Treasured Resource:
The Herman Muehlstein
Rare Book Collection
S. Victor Fleischer, associate professor, University Archivist and
head, Archival Services

A selection of fine bindings from the
Herman Muehlstein Rare Book Collection

Inset: A University of Akron history student views one of the books from the
Herman Muehlsein Rare Book Collection in the Archival Services Reading Room.

Herman Muehlstein
(1880-1962) was a prominent
New York City industrialist and
philanthropist who worked in
the rubber and plastics
industries. He was also an
avid collector of rare books.
Through his work in the rubber
industry, Mr. Muehlstein
developed an important
Title page of William Shakespeare’s
relationship with The University
Second Folio, dated 1632, from the
of Akron. In 1955, he made his
Herman Muehlstein Rare Book Collection
first gift of rare books to the
University. At the time of his
death seven years later, the University received the remainder of
his collection. Muehlstein once commented that he had chosen the
University because it “meets all my specifications, is up and
coming, and has an administration and a faculty who are very
appreciative of the importance of good books.”
The Herman Muehlstein Rare Book Collection is one of the
University Libraries’ most significant collections. It consists of 275
volumes and contains many first editions and signed copies of
books by renowned American and British authors as well as
wonderful examples of the art of printing, illustration and binding.
One of the most important items is Eliot’s Indian Bible, the first
Bible printed in the New World. Other significant works include
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Shakespeare’s second, third and fourth folios; first editions of
Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass; Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s
presentation copy to her husband of Poems Before Congress; and
an inscribed copy of Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol.
The collection also contains one incunabulum (a book printed
before 1501) – Johann Fust’s Cicero, dated 1466.
University Libraries has invested heavily into improving access
to this treasured collection and into its preservation. In 2008, the
cataloging of this vital resource was completed so it is now
accessible through the University Libraries catalog, and a web page
was created to promote the collection. Each volume has been
rehoused into preservation enclosures and, most importantly, a
$20,000 award from the Friends of the University Libraries funded
conservation work on many of the most significant volumes.
UA faculty, staff and students and the wider intellectual community
have recently discovered and utilized this valued resource for
research, study, and scholarly and pedagogical purposes. The
books are now being used in the departments of English, history
and art for classes on the history of the book and print culture and
on British and American literature. Most recently, one of the most
preeminent Oscar Wilde scholars in the country discovered the
collection and is writing about a signed copy of Wilde’s “Decay of
Lying,” a volume that has been “lost” since 1922. The book has now
come to light due to the University Libraries’ recent efforts.
The Herman Muehlstein Rare Book Collection and other collections
of rare books and archival materials are available for research in
Archival Services.

University Libraries Partners with Innovative Interfaces, Inc.
Susan Ashby, associate professor and systems coordinator

University Libraries has entered into a development partnership agreement with Innovative Interfaces Inc. (III)
to help develop their latest integrated library system, Sierra.
As a development partner, University Libraries has been given the opportunity to provide input into and feedback
on the development and design of Sierra. On June 27th, University Libraries became III’s eighth development
partner, only the second library in Ohio, and the first academic library in Ohio to go “live” on Sierra.
Many libraries are eager to see and learn more about Sierra, so University Libraries employees have begun to
share their experiences and document what they have learned since going live. We have hosted visits from other
OhioLINK libraries and plan to host more this winter. I recently gave a Sierra overview at Bowling Green State
University, sat on a panel session and gave a presentation on Sierra at a regional library conference. Being a
software development partner has allowed the University Libraries to become a leader in the library profession.
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FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY
Recent Friends of
the University
Libraries Awards

Special Memory Fund for
Lois Myers-Hesse

Kaye Ketcham, administrative assistant, senior

Kaye Ketcham, administrative assistant, senior

Scholarships Awarded

Anna George

There were two recipients of this year’s
Friends of the University Libraries
Professional Education Scholarship.
Anna George and Theresa Boware
were awarded $1,500 scholarships.
Anna is a library specialist in the
Electronic Services Department.
Theresa is a library specialist in the
Access Services Department. Both
Anna and Theresa are taking classes
to finish their master’s degrees in
library and information science. Anna
attends Kent State University and
plans to graduate in spring 2013.
Theresa takes online courses at San
Jose State University and also plans
to graduate in spring 2013.

Theresa Boware

Student Employees

Ashley Roth

Two University Libraries student
assistants were recognized for
their outstanding contributions:
Ashley Roth and John Poalson.
Each received $1,000 from the
Friends of the University Libraries.
Ashley works in the Research and
Learning Services Department,
and John works in the Science and
Technology Library.

Rev. Victor A. Myers established a fund in 2011 in memory of
his mother, Lois Myers-Hesse. The special gift is designed to help
fund the employment of students who work in various departments
of Bierce Library. The fund is called The Lois Myers-Hesse and
Rev. Victor A. Myers Student Enhancement Learning Fund.
Lois Myers graduated from Wittenberg College in 1938, and earned
a B.S. in Library Science from the Carnegie Institute of Technology
in 1939. Lois was hired by The University of Akron in 1939 to work
as an assistant professor of bibliography in the library, so her children,
Victor and Janet, were raised in Akron.
The staff of the library (then located in Carroll Hall) became her
second family. Lois made many treasured, life-long friends. In 1973,
one challenging project was to move all the library operations and
collections from Carroll Hall into the new Bierce Library built on
Buchtel Avenue. After this successful relocation, Lois retired in 1974
after 35 years of service to the University.
Lois was highly regarded by her student assistants and enjoyed
getting to know them personally. One of her priorities was to nurture
the gifts of education and culture in her children and student
employees. She provided many opportunities for her children to
grow such as frequently attending the live broadcast of the Firestone
Hour, a TV program sponsored by the Firestone Company that
featured performances by Broadway musicians.

John Poalson
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Seated L to R: Helen Arnett, Dorothy Hamlen, John Armstrong
Standing L to R: Lillian Cook, Pauline Veppert, Robert Blankenship,
Ruth Clinefelter, and Lois Myers (1957)

Throughout her lifetime, Lois actively participated in various organizations such
as the Ohio Library Council, American Association of University Professors,
American Association of University Women and St. Paul’s Lutheran Church in
Akron, Ohio. After her retirement in 1974, she remarried and moved to New
Jersey, where she and her husband enjoyed helping others in their community.
Lois passed away on March 16, 2011.
Special note: Rev. Victor Myers is a member of the Library Advancement Council and
is very active in the Barberton community where he resides.

PEOPLE
S. Victor Fleischer Awarded Tenure
Kaye Ketcham, administrative assistant, senior

Fleischer’s program was awarded a
significant $303,000 NEH grant for the
preservation and digitization of the
Goodyear Photograph Collection, and
he created an OhioLINK Digital Resource
Collection (DRC) instance that established
a framework for The University of Akron
repository so that other units on
campus can create sub-brands. Also
noteworthy was his work to create the first
comprehensive University of Akron
Libraries’ disaster prevention and recovery

John Huss, Dept. of Philosophy: films on
environmental ethics and/or politics
Rose M. Resler, School of Family and
Consumer Sciences: films in the health-related
disciplines to support the Child Life
Specialist program

Mr. S. Victor (Vic) Fleischer, associate
professor of bibliography, University
archivist and head of Archival Services,
has been granted indefinite tenure.
Fleischer was commended for bringing
professionalism, best practices and high
standards of customer service into the
Archival Services operations.
He was particularly praised for his
establishment of an effective records
management program; for creating
the first comprehensive collection
development policy for Archives and
special collections; and for his outreach
to instructional programs, faculty and
students, enabling UA students to
engage with primary source materials.

Recipients of the 2012
University Libraries
Faculty Grants

Leisa A. Martin, College of Education:
teaching materials on citizenship education
David Prochazka, University Libraries: original
scores of lute music by Sylvius Weiss
Robert M. Schwartz, Dept. of Public Service
Technology: materials on emergency
management and homeland security
S. Victor Fleischer

plan. He has also published articles and
developed exhibits that showcase specific
archive collections and UA history. He has
worked on various committees throughout
the community and contributed as an
archival consultant to both Akron
Children’s Hospital and Robinson
Memorial Hospital.
Fleischer’s outstanding work brings high
regard not only to the University Libraries,
but also to The University of Akron.

Patrick J. Chura, Dept. of English: reference
sources on playwright Eugene O’Neill
Bhanu Balasubramnian, Dept. of Finance:
materials on banking
Ronald F. Levant, Dept. of Psychology:
gender research resources
Nicholas G. Garafolo, College of Engineering:
Physics and vacuum devices in support of the
University of Akron’s Advanced Aerospace
Seals Research Team
Alan S. Kornspan, Dept. of Sports Science and
Wellness Education: sports history materials
Kudhir S. Bhati, Dept. of Counseling: film sets
on group therapy
Prashant Srivastava, Dept. of Marketing:
materials on innovation
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PEOPLE
Ian McCullough Welcomed
Kaye Ketcham, administrative assistant, senior
Ian McCullough

Ian McCullough moved from Nashville, TN,
to begin working as a physical sciences
librarian at the Science & Technology
Library on July 2, 2012. Most recently,
McCullough worked as equipment resource
manager in the Department of Cell and
Developmental Biology at Vanderbilt
University Medical Center. There he
managed a scientific research core which
involved providing instruction and training
on instrumentation and software for a very
diverse community of researchers. His total
work experience in various departments of

Vanderbilt University spans the past nine
years. Prior to that, he was self-employed
as an online book dealer in Chicago and
Nashville, and also worked at Powell’s City
of Books in Portland, OR.
McCullough graduated in 2011 from the
University of Tennessee at Knoxville with an
M.S. in information science. He also earned
a B.A. in history from Reed College, a B.S.
in chemistry from Portland State University
and an M.S. in forensic science from the
University of Illinois at Chicago.

University Libraries’
Recent Retirees
Kaye Ketcham, administrative assistant, senior

Four subject librarians, each with more than
25 years of service, retired on July 1, 2012.
All were honored by their colleagues and
The University of Akron with emeritus status.

Dr. Stephen H. Aby

Mrs. Bennie P. Robinson

Mr. Joseph A. LaRose

Dr. Diana A. Chlebek

Professor of Bibliography,
Education Bibliographer

Assistant Professor of
Bibliography,
Reference Librarian

Associate Professor of
Bibliography, Reference
Librarian

Associate Professor of
Bibliography, Fine Arts,
Language and Literature
Bibliographer
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE IN SPAIN
The Human Genome and Politics
Bonnie Chojnacki, assistant professor, Life and Allied Health Sciences librarian

Other contributors:

The site of the 22nd biannual conference
of the International Political Sciences
Association in July was Complutense
University, Madrid, one of the oldest
universities in the world. I had the honor
of serving as discussant on a panel on the
human genome and politics. Four panelists
from three countries presented on
different aspects of interdisciplinary
questions related to the theme. The panel
was well attended, and lively conversation
followed. The first question from the
audience directed to me asked me to clarify
my position on genomic therapies.
While I am in favor of the promise of
personalized medicine, I understand that
the viability of a genomic revolution leading
to improved therapies crosses boundaries
of science, philosophy, law, politics and
economics. My remarks drew upon the
controversies surrounding the patenting
of the BRCA1 and BRCA 2 genes for breast
and ovarian cancers by Myriad Genetics.
Adequate answers to policy conundrums
created by patents on genomic materials
and processes will require substantive,
interdisciplinary analysis and global
participation in dialog about the nature of
science, culture, health and health care. It
has been proposed that biology will
become in the 21st century what physics

was in the 20th. Madrid was an exciting
venue for the conference. Madrileños were
warm, enthusiastic and engaging about
having the conference in their country.
Local sites of interest included the Prado
and Sofia Reina art museums and numerous
plazas where locals and tourists gathered
and enjoyed each other and an amazing
variety of street performers and musicians.
Memorable dining experiences included
fresh gazpacho, locally grown olives and
endless varieties of tapas.

Peg Goodman, Jason Stoynoff
and Joe Williams
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Bonnie Chojnacki in front of a fountain on
the Calle de Alfonso XII near Mueso del
Prado, Madrid

